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Abstract

In recent years, the field of wildfire risk management has seen dramatic advances. One
notable improvement is in the realm of pre-fire suppression response planning, in partic-
ular the expansion from the assessment of risks posed by fire to the assessment of oppor-
tunities to effectively manage fire. Such proactive assessment and planning is critical to
ensure that suppression response strategies and tactics are more likely to be safe and
efficient. In this paper we will review the state-of-the-art in wildfire suppression planning,
and illustrate application of advanced planning tools on a fire-prone landscape in Colo-
rado, USA. Specifically we will use geospatial tools to quantify a composite index of
suppression difficulty, and map this layer in relation to two key protection priorities that
often drive suppression response decisions: built structures, and high value watersheds.
We will discuss how our assessment results can inform planning and prioritization efforts,
and offer suggestions for future research.

Keywords: decision support, GIS, hazard, modeling, planning, risk assessment, risk
management

1. Introduction

Wildfire is an important natural process, and when it functions within acceptable parameters it

can promote landscape heterogeneity, enhance forest resilience, and exhibit self-regulating char-

acteristics [1, 2]. At the same time, wildfire can result in negative consequences, including public

and firefighter fatalities, increased rates of respiratory disease, destruction of homes and timber,

and impairment of critical infrastructure [3–5]. A particularly acute issue is the presence and

expansion of human development in fire-prone areas [6, 7]. Increased attention to the fire

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



problem coupled with improved technological capacity have spurred development of innovative

mapping and assessment techniques to inform prioritization and mitigation efforts [8–10].

These efforts reflect broader trends of increasing sophistication of risk assessment and risk

management within the global fire science and decision support communities [11–16]. One

notable advancement relates to analysis of risk transmission (i.e., the analysis of ignition pat-

terns, potential fire flow pathways, and simulated fire perimeters) in order to determine areas on

the landscape that have a higher propensity to be a source of damaging fires [17–21]. Such

analyses can inform demarcation of firesheds to support community wildfire planning, evalua-

tion of comparative transmission rates across land designations and ownerships, and strategic

identification of fuel treatment, ignition prevention, and suppression preparedness needs.

A related advancement is in the realm of pre-suppression response planning, particularly the

assessment of opportunities to effectively manage fire. Proactive assessment and planning can

reduce time pressures and uncertainties, thereby helping ensure that suppression response

strategies and tactics are more likely to be safe and efficient [22, 23]. Information from risk

assessment can play a critical role in planning efforts and development of suppression objec-

tives, for instance identifying areas where aggressive suppression would be warranted due to

a high likelihood of fire transmission to developed areas, or where less aggressive suppression

might be appropriate to achieve resource objectives [24, 25]. The operational relevance of pre-

suppression planning is enhanced though consideration of factors that influence suppression

effectiveness, notably the identification of areas of high suppression difficulty as well as their

converse, areas of high likelihood for effective fire control [26–29]. Developing maps with such

information can help fire managers forecast likely suppression resource needs, develop strate-

gic courses of action and plans for mobilization of suppression resources, and inform tactical

deployment decisions of where to send suppression resources.

The research presented in this paper builds on the aforementioned body of work in the field of

pre-suppression planning, with a focus on two key analytical products and planning tools: (1)

the suppression difficulty index (SDI) [29]; and (2) a network of potential wildfire operational

delineations (PODs) [24]. SDI, a raster layer, is a dimensionless metric that combines variables

related to fire behavior (flame length, heat per unit area) with variables related to suppression

operations (road and fuelbreak density, firefighter accessibility, fireline production, and cycle

time for aerial resources). All else being equal, SDI increases with more extreme fire behavior.

Similarly, SDI decreases as road density and firefighter accessibility increase, for example. For

our purposes here, we use a modified version of SDI called the terrestrial SDI (tSDI) that

excludes air support [27]. In the 2017 fire season in the USA, tSDI products were delivered to

fire managers for real-time decision support on more than a dozen large fires.

PODs are polygons whose boundaries are relevant to fire control operations, such as roads,

trails, ridgetops, drainages, and fuel transitions. In effect, PODs can be thought of as fire man-

agement units, within which risks and other fire-relevant information can be summarized. The

process of POD delineation can range from full automation in a GIS environment to being hand-

drawn by local managers using expert judgment assisted by maps of tSDI and potential control

locations [26, 27]. The POD concept has been used to support strategic response planning [24],

large fire response optimization [25], and fuel treatment optimization [30]. As with tSDI, POD
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products were utilized during the 2017 fire season in the USA, specifically on the Tonto National

Forest in Arizona to support large fire planning and management decisions.

In summary, generating maps of tSDI and PODs can provide useful information for suppres-

sion response planning and decision making. tSDI can be used to identify locations on the

landscape where potential flame lengths and heat intensities may make it unsafe for direct

attack tactics, scouting, or ground transportation. This might be particularly important where

rapid initial response using direct attack tactics is the predominant response to ignitions that

could threaten the wildland-urban interface (WUI). Similarly, summarizing tSDI along admin-

istrative boundaries could facilitate identification of areas where suppression efforts may be

more or less likely to inhibit fire transmission onto adjacent ownerships. tSDI can also facilitate

identification of potential control locations and their aggregation into POD polygons. POD

boundaries can help answer questions of how, where, and when to engage the fire along these

predetermined potential control locations. In the context of risk transmission, the objective is to

replace land ownership boundaries as artificial locations for suppression effort by identifying

existing built and natural barriers that could slow fire spread or provide convenience for

dispatching engines and personnel.

Here we aim to demonstrate not only the value of these geospatial planning tools as stand-

alone products, but also how stronger integration could lead to enhanced decision support.

Specifically, we summarize tSDI values within each POD. This research direction is partly

inspired by recent work in wildfire risk assessment that similarly integrates raster- and

polygon-based modeling approaches [31]. Further, we quantify and map tSDI and POD layers

in relation to two key protection priorities that often drive suppression response decisions:

built structures and high value watersheds. Relative to a raster analysis, POD polygons pro-

vide a more logical and useful analysis unit to summarize protection demands, especially

when incorporating information on suppression difficulty. We perform our case study analysis

on a fire-prone landscape encompassing the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests in the

Front Range of Colorado, USA. We discuss how our assessment results can inform planning

and prioritization efforts, and offer suggestions for future research.

2. Case study location

We selected a case study landscape encompassing the Arapaho and Roosevelt National For-

ests, which is in north-central Colorado, USA. Figure 1 provides a map of the continental USA

with the state of Colorado and the National Forests identified. Figure 2 further presents a

topographic basemap and county boundary as reference for the study site. The study area

includes the Front Range, which is located to the west of a heavily populated urban corridor

stretching from Denver north to Fort Collins. The study area is 622,222 hectares in total, which

includes 292,889 hectares from the Arapaho National Forest and 329,333 hectares from the

Roosevelt National Forest [32]. Elevation of the study area ranges frommesas and high prairies

at 1500 meters to mountain peaks exceeding 4250 m, with steep river canyons and dramatic

changes in vegetation along the elevation gradient.
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Addington et al. [33] summarize important characteristics of the Front Range that influence forest

conditions and firemanagement concerns. A dry climate (average annual precipitation�25–50 cm)

combined with shallow soils that have relatively low moisture-holding capacity leads to low site

quality and slowaccumulation of fuels relative to othermore productive pine forests in thewestern

USA. The highly dissected topography creates variability in productivity and fuel loadings, which

tended to promote a mixed-severity fire regime. However, a legacy of fire exclusion in the Front

Range has led to changes in forest composition and density, which has in turn shifted the low-mid

elevation ponderosa pine and drymixed-conifer forests froma relatively frequent, low- andmixed-

severity regime to a higher-severity regime. Hence increased concern in the region over the

potential for large damaging wildfires that are resistant to control. In particular, wildfire damages

to structures in the wildland-urban interface (WUI) andmunicipal watersheds are key concerns [7,

10, 21, 31, 34, 35]. Notably, the 2012 High Park Fire in the study area resulted in 35,323 hectares

burned, at least 259 homes destroyed, one casualty, and increased water treatment costs [5, 36].

Other high loss fire events from the region include the 2002 Hayman Fire (132 homes destroyed; 6

fatalities; human-caused), the 2010 Fourmile Canyon Fire (168 homes destroyed; human-caused),

the 2012 Lower North Fork Fire (16 homes destroyed; 3 fatalities; human-caused), the 2012 Waldo

Canyon Fire (346 homes destroyed; human-caused), and the 2013 Black Forest Fire (464 homes

destroyed, 2 fatalities; human-caused) [21].

Here we opt to focus on National Forest lands to simplify our illustration. This is not meant to

diminish the importance of other federal, state, and local land and fire management agencies

operating within the case study landscape (e.g., Rocky Mountain National Park). Rather, it

Figure 1. Location of the National Forests within Colorado, USA.
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Figure 2. Study site including the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests.
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allows us to focus particular attention on the problem of one-way risk transmission across

ownership boundaries and its relevance to suppression difficulty and protection priority.

Further, as of this writing, the Forests and local partners are actively involved in landscape-

scale prioritization and planning efforts incorporating tSDI and POD products.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Analysis framework

Table 1 presents a generalized framework for the types of variables included our analysis. The

tSDI variables are calculated for every raster cell on the landscape, whereas other variables are

summarized at the polygon-level for each POD. We describe the primary analytical steps in the

following sub-sections.

3.2. Generate POD network

We generated PODs within our study area using GIS data and analysis techniques described in

[25]. The boundaries between adjacent PODs are either major roads, streams, or ridge tops.

Our assumption is that fire management activities such as enhancing natural fire breaks,

constructing fireline, or conducting burn out operations could be performed along these

geographic features. The geospatial layers for stream and ridge (catchment boundary) loca-

tions are acquired from the U.S. EPA and U.S. Geological Survey’s NHDPlusV2 dataset, and

the road transportation layers are acquired locally from the US Forest Service. Rather than

identifying PODs for every hectare on the landscape, we limited our consideration to areas

within and proximal to National Forest boundaries, and attempted to maintain a fairly contig-

uous analysis landscape.

The desired size distribution of PODs will vary with the scale of the planning application [22].

The process we use intentionally creates small PODs, relative to PODs created elsewhere for

Variable Definition

Raster-level summaries

tSDI Terrestrial suppression difficulty index

SDI_AR Ratio-scale index of relative tSDI and area ratios for predefined analysis units

POD-level summaries

mSDI Mean tSDI of all raster cells in POD

F2F Forests to Faucets Surface Drinking Water Importance Score

dWUI Areal density of structures in the WUI

PP_F2F Protection priority for F2F

PP_dWUI Protection priority for dWUI

Table 1. Primary variables in analysis.
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the purposes of developing broad-scale strategic wildfire response zones [24]. This allows for

identification of specific locations on the landscape that are high priority for protection, and

facilitates targeted scheduling of activities like hazardous fuel reductions projects. The small-

scale POD network could also facilitate optimal aggregation into larger PODs that are rela-

tively homogenous with respect to suppression difficulty and protection demand.

3.3. Calculate tSDI

We used an automated Python script to calculate the tSDI across the case study landscape.

The script requires raster inputs including fuel model, flame length, heat per unit area,

roads, trails, digital elevation model, slope, aspect. tSDI is calculated for each raster cell

based on the equations originally developed by [29] and later modified by [27]. SDI is a

sum of six sub-indices: the energy behavior sub-index (Ice, Eq. 1, a function of flame length

(FL) and heat per unit area (HUA)), the accessibility sub-index (Ia), the mobility sub-index

(Im), the penetrability sub-index (Ip), aerial resources sub-index (Iar) and fireline opening sub-

index (Ic) (Eq. 2). The first five sub-indices each has a value that ranges from 1 to 10. The last

sub-index has a value between 1 and 20. Ai is the area of each fuel model and At is the size

of total study area managed within each cell or pixel. In our case, tSDI values were calcu-

lated at a 30 � 30 m resolution, which is identical to the resolution of the fuel models, so in

practice the area adjustment ratio in Eq. 1 is always equal to one. Further, since we did not

consider aerial resources, the value of Iar is set to 0, and we quantify tSDI accordingly

(Eq. 3). Based on these scaling coefficients, the final SDI values can range from 0 to 1.67

with all sub-indices included, and the final tSDI values can range from 0 to 2.5 with the

aerial sub-index excluded.

Ice ¼
X 2� FLi �HUAi

FLi þHUAi

� �

� Ai=Atð Þ

� �

(1)

SDI ¼

P

Iceð Þ
P

Ia þ Im þ Ip þ Iar þ Ic
� �

" #

(2)

tSDI ¼

P

Iceð Þ
P

Ia þ Im þ Ip þ Ic
� �

" #

(3)

Two critical inputs for calculating tSDI are fuel models and modeled fire behavior metrics. Our

primary source for data on fuel models was LANDFIRE 2014 [37, 38]. We then updated these

data to account for treatments and other disturbances that occurred on the landscape in the

intervening years up to 2016. We used two sets of treatment mosaics to reflect the changing of

fuel treatments within the study area: treated areas identified through the Front Range Round

Table 2016 Interagency Fuel Treatment Database, and the USDA Forest Service’s Natural

Resource Manager Forest Activity Tracking System. We then distinguished the effects of

different fuel treatment types (e.g., mastication, surface fuel treatment, prescribed fire, thin

from below) and used rulesets to update the fuel models after corresponding treatment. To

model fire behavior we used the FlamMap fire modeling system [39], using 90th percentile
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weather conditions for fuel moisture conditions and wind speed/direction, drawn from the

Redfeather Remote Automated Weather Station.

Finally, we mapped tSDI at four spatial scales of decreasing size, hereafter analysis units

(Table 2). The rationale for scaling down tSDI values to within National Forest boundaries is

to focus on suppression difficulty in relation to risk transmission and prospects for preventing

fire from spreading onto adjacent lands. To compare tSDI values across predefined analysis

units it was necessary to adjust by the respective area of these units. We defined ratio-scale

indices (SDI_AR, Table 1) that relate ratios of total tSDI to ratios of total area across analysis

units. Eq. 4 presents an example calculation for the F and P analysis units, where AF and AP are

the area of each analysis unit. These ratios are always calculated using the larger analysis unit

as the denominator. Where the index is equal to 1, it suggests that the difference in suppression

difficulty across analysis units is directly proportional to the difference in area. Where the

index is greater than 1, it suggests that suppression difficulty is disproportionately higher in

the smaller analysis unit, and vice versa. Using these four analysis units, we arrive at six

possible pairwise comparisons (F_P, B5_P, B2_P, B5_F, B2_F, and B2_B5).

SDI_ARF�P ¼

P
tSDIF=

P
tSDIPð Þ

AF=APð Þ
(4)

3.4. Quantify protection demand and protection priority

To quantify protection demand we use variables related to the WUI and to municipal water-

sheds (Table 1). For the WUI layer, we used high resolution built structure data derived from

[10]. We summarized total count of structures by POD, and then divided by total POD area to

derive an areal density measure for each POD (dWUI, Table 1). For the watersheds layer, we

used data obtained from the Forest Services’s Forests to Faucets (F2F, Table 1) project [40].

Specifically we used a layer that assigns surface drinking water relative importance scores

(0–100) to each 12-digit hydrologic unit code catchment. More information on this layer and its

use in risk assessments can be found in [40, 41]. The data layer we use assigns each catchment a

score on a range, and we use the midpoint of that range to assign each POD a unique surface

drinking water importance score (e.g., 75 from 70 to 80). In cases where a POD overlapped

multiple catchments, we used the importance score from the catchment that comprised the

majority of POD area (across the case study landscape, on average the majority catchment

selected accounted for >99% of total POD area).

Analysis Unit Definition

P Area within entire POD network

F Area within National Forest boundaries

B5 Area within 5-km buffer internal to National Forest boundaries

B2 Area within 2-km buffer internal to National Forest boundaries

Table 2. Analysis units for analyzing tSDI ratios, sorted in order of decreasing size.
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To quantify protection priority, we merged tSDI results with protection demand layers. We

created individual priority indices for F2F and dWUI, which are calculated simply as the

product of each POD’s mSDI and its protection demand level. Eq. 5 presents an example of

protection priority calculated for F2F.

PP_F2F ¼ mSDI∗F2F (5)

To identify “high” priority PODs, we sorted PODs on the basis of protection priority and

selected only those with protection priority levels in the top 10th percentile for F2F and dWUI.

We further identified which PODs, if any, were included in the top 10th percentile for both F2F

and dWUI. These PODs we identify as “very high” priority.

4. Results

4.1. POD network

Figure 3 displays the POD network in relation to boundaries of the National Forests as well as

the Forest to Faucets catchments. In total we identified 8772 PODs for further analysis, which

ranged in size from <1 to 2532 hectares. The mean POD size was 125 hectares, and the median

POD size was 63 hectares. For operational purposes users would likely make post-hoc adjust-

ments to the POD network created through automation, for example eliminating very small

PODs by incorporating them into adjacent PODs.

There are a few noteworthy observations. First, POD boundaries rarely align with Forest

boundaries, but often align with catchment boundaries. Second, PODs are much smaller than

catchments, such that each catchment may contain multiple PODs. This reflects our analytical

process that uses smaller catchment boundaries as well as the presence of roads on the

landscape. The full extent of this POD network corresponds to analysis unit P (Table 2), and

is used for summarizing results in the remainder of this paper.

4.2. tSDI results

Figure 4 presents tSDI values mapped to the full extent of the POD network as depicted in

Figure 3. Some patterns are immediately evident. High elevation areas along the Continental

Divide have zero or near-zero tSDI values due to lack of burnable vegetation. The scar from the

High Park Fire in the northeast portion of the landscape similarly has very low tSDI values.

This appears as a break between an otherwise largely uninterrupted corridor of high tSDI

values running along the eastern edge of the analysis area. Isolated patches of high tSDI values

elsewhere appear at least partially driven by steep slopes, sometimes in remote or wilderness

areas with low road density (see Figure 2).

The most notable aspect of Figure 4 is the concentration of high tSDI values located on the

eastern side of the analysis area. This simultaneously highlights the importance and challenge

of fire management in these areas, where aggressive suppression would likely be warranted in

Analyzing Wildfire Suppression Difficulty in Relation to Protection Demand
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Figure 3. Derived POD network, overlaid with National Forest boundaries and Forests to Faucets catchment boundaries.
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Figure 4. tSDI values mapped to the extent of the POD network (Figure 3).
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order to avoid the spread of fire onto adjacent lands where fires could threaten the WUI and

other infrastructure. The vast majority of cells on the landscape have low tSDI values: 46% are

<0.1, 76% are <0.2, and 89% are <0.5. By contrast, only 4% have values >1.

Table 3 presents results for SDI_AR indices across all six analysis unit pairwise comparisons. All

indices relating to the analysis unit P are >1, which reflects the spatial distribution of low tSDI

values outside of National Forest boundaries (Figure 4). Buffers B5 and B2 are effectively propor-

tional, but all have indices >1 with respect to units F and P. Findings suggest therefore that

suppression would be more challenging proximal to Forest boundaries, such that the probability

of failing to prevent risk transmission could be substantial. Notably, these ratios would be even

higher if we limited our buffers to the eastern and southern edges of the POD network.

4.3. Protection demand and protection priority

Figure 5 displays POD-level summarization of F2F and dWUI protection demand. For F2F,

importance scores ranged from 25 to 95, with a mean of 64.33 and a median of 65. For dWUI,

Analysis units tSDI ratio Area ratio SDI-AR

F_P 0.66 0.64 1.04

B5_P 0.44 0.40 1.11

B2_P 0.22 0.20 1.12

B5_F 0.67 0.63 1.07

B2_F 0.33 0.31 1.07

B2_B5 0.50 0.50 1.00

Table 3. Ratio-scale indices comparing area-adjusted tSDI values within and across various analysis units.

Figure 5. POD-level protection demand for F2F and dWUI.
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structure density values ranged from 0 to 9.87, with a mean of 0.12 and a median of 0. A total

of 5447 PODs contained zero structures, with a total of 62,359 structures contained within the

remaining 3325 PODs. For F2F, the importance values differ sharply on the western and

eastern sides of the Continental Divide, with the highest values generally located in the

southeastern portion of the POD network. For dWUI, the highest values similarly occur in the

eastern portions of the POD network, although generally further to the east than the highest

F2F values.

Figure 6 displays a three-dimensional scatterplot of mSDI, F2F, and dWUI, along with two-

dimensional slices for pairwise comparisons (dWUI vs. mSDI; dWUI vs. F2F; F2F vs. mSDI).

The preponderance of low mSDI values is evident in the 3D scatterplot, with a corresponding

lack of points clustered in the high-mSDI, high-F2F, and high-dWUI space. In terms of

pairwise comparisons, higher dWUI values tend to be align with lower mSDI values, which

could in part reflect higher road densities and shallower slopes commonly associated with

higher density human development. There is slight positive association with dWUI and F2F,

particularly noticeable for the surface water importance scores of 85, which suggests opportu-

nity to readily identify some PODs as very high protection demand. Referring back to Figure 5,

some of these PODs are located near the community of Estes Park in the central-eastern

Figure 6. Three-dimensional scatterplot of mSDI, dWUI, and F2F, along with two-dimensional slices for pairwise com-

parisons.
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Figure 7. POD-level protection priority for F2F, dWUI, and both.
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portion of the map. Lastly, F2F and mSDI values tend to show little relationship, apart from

lower mSDI values tending to align with lower F2F values.

Figure 7 displays the PODs identified as “high” and “very high” protection priority. In total

1524 PODs are identified, 646 each that correspond to the top 10th percentile for either PP_F2F

or PP_dWUI (Table 1, Eq. 5), and 232 of which correspond to PODs in the top 10th percentile

for both. To reiterate, the latter category is what we deem to be “very high” protection priority.

Not surprisingly given results in Figures 4 and 5, the greatest levels of protection priority run

along the eastern flank of the POD network, many of which are within National Forest

boundaries. The joint concentration of high suppression difficulty and high protection demand

highlight this area as for preventative risk management activities.

5. Discussion

Two primary innovations we introduce here are the summarization of tSDI within various

analytical units to determine differences in area-adjusted suppression difficulty, and the sum-

marization of tSDI within PODs to determine protection priorities. Notably, we attempted to

expand the concept of risk transmission to include opportunities to safely and effectively

restrict fire spread across ownership boundaries. The incorporation of suppression difficulty

and control opportunities has, to date, been largely absent from the literature on wildfire risk

transmission. What we presented here ideally informs decisions related to the need for sup-

pression where protection demand is high, as well as decisions related to the need for suppres-

sion where the potential for risk transmission is high.

There are a number of foreseeable near- and long-term extensions to this work. Perhaps most

immediate, the analysis could be extended across multiple ownerships to create a common

operating picture for co-management of risk. Models of fire spread and containment could be

updated to account for suppression difficulty, and could be used to game out various scenarios

and alternative response strategies [42]. Similarly, models designed to optimize initial attack

response could be updated to account for variable suppression resource needs as a function of

tSDI [43]. Calculating tSDI values under different weather scenarios could be informative for

gaming out how suppression opportunities change with conditions, and could further serve as

the basis for prioritization of fuel treatment investments designed to enhance suppression

effectiveness [44]. Analysis of tSDI values along POD boundaries could identify potential

weakness in the POD network, which could also help inform prioritization of fuel treatments.

Incorporating structure and watershed susceptibility to fire through more rigorous fire effects

analysis, as well as incorporating fire likelihood, would likely allow for targeted identification

of protection priority [41]. It is not necessarily the case that higher F2F importance weights

imply higher potential for post-fire erosion, for example, or that higher mSDI values imply

higher intensity fire leading to greater damage. Opting for more refined risk assessment of

course comes with greater investment of time and resources, a tradeoff which must be evalu-

ated in light of the marginal value that is added for decision processes [13]. This point

encapsulates a common aspect of designing and delivering decision support, which is that

modeling frameworks do not necessarily need to be complicated to demonstrate potential
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utility, and further that not every application requires a complicated solution. Lastly, the tSDI

layers, along with the basic concept of suppression difficulty, could be broadened to include

factors such as safety zones, egress routes, and the impacts of other disturbances on fire

behavior and resistance to control [45, 46].

6. Conclusion

The work presented in this chapter represents incremental improvement in wildfire decision

support by integrating information on suppression difficulty with information on demand for

protection of important fire-susceptible assets. By summarizing tSDI within PODs, and further by

summarizing area-adjusted tSDI values in different analysis units, we are able to pinpoint areas of

high concern in relation to suppression opportunity and risk transmission. We identified a case

study landscape where a high density of human development in areas with increased fire hazard

presents significant forest and fire management challenges. More importantly, we were able to

work with local managers to assimilate this information into ongoing assessment and planning

processes. As of this writing, the layers we developed on tSDI, dWUI, and F2F are being incorpo-

rated into a geodatabase that will be delivered to the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests to

facilitate landscape prioritization and support real-time fire incident response.

In summary, we developed techniques to study the opportunity and viability of conducting

fire suppression to manage fire risks at high priority locations, and to facilitate targeted

identification of those high priority areas. Results can help fire managers understand how

and where fire management activities could be planned and implemented to mitigate fire

threats. In this chapter, we demonstrated not only proof-of-concept, but also results that

delivered actionable information to local fire managers. We aim to continue to improve tech-

niques and relevance of decision support through additional science-management partner-

ships, and hope this chapter inspires other fire scientists to do the same.
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